### Around the World: Bicycles

*Kate Petty & Oxfam*

This series aims to draw parallels with children from many different cultures. Illustrated with stunning photographs from India, Vietnam, Ghana and many more countries, this series is perfect for use in the classroom or at home.

- ISBN: 9781845075545 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 3+

### Around the World: Hair

9781845075538 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 3+

### Around the World: Homes

9781845075569 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 3+

### Around the World: Our Animals

9781845079741 • Arrp $29.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 3+

### Around the World: Playtime

9781845075552 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 3+

### Cloud Tea Monkeys

*Mal Peet, Elspeth Graham & Juan Wijngaard (illus)*

Monkeys come to the rescue of a struggling family in this traditional tale from a Carnegie Medal winner. Based on a centuries-old tale of tea-picking monkeys, a richly-told story full of characters.

- ISBN: 9781406333862 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 3+

### Rangoli: Discovering the Art of Indian Decoration

*Anuradha Ananth & Shailja Jain (illus)*

A wonderful introduction to the art of rangoli through the medium of a simple story that illustrates the appeal of this popular art form.

- ISBN: 9781847801791 • Arrp $29.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 4+

### Walker Classics: Ayu and the Perfect Moon

*David Cox*

The story of a young girl in Indonesia performing the beautiful Legong dance for her village.

- ISBN: 9781921720222 • Arrp $16.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 4+

### Wishbones

*Barbara Ker Wilson & Meilo So (illus)*

From south of the clouds comes this Asian fable, weaving riches and sorrows into the enchanted tale of a golden-eyed fish, a lost slipper, and a king's search for his bride.

- ISBN: 9781845079383 • Arrp $29.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 4+

### The Indonesia Book

*Sadriani Wayan Kerta*

Find out which city is known as the 'Big Durian'. Discover which food is made with real blood! Practise the 'dance of the angels' and uncover the real meaning of a rainbow.

- ISBN: 9781742030937 • Arrp $16.99 • Pbk • Non-fiction Picture Book • 5+

### Night Sky Dragons

*Mal Peet, Elspeth Graham & Patrick Benson (illus)*

Travel to medieval Mongolia in this captivating story gem about family, danger, banditry and kite-flying.

- ISBN: 9781406309850 • Arrp $27.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 5+

### Ramadan Moon

*Nai’ma B Robert & Shirin Adl (illus)*

Lyrical text and highly evocative illustrations capture the wonder of Ramadan and the great joy of Eid celebrations at its conclusion.

- ISBN: 9781847802064 • Arrp $16.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 5+

### Violet Mackarel's Helpful Suggestion

*Anna Branford & Sarah Davis (illus)*

VIOLET MACKEREL is excited. Her best friend Rose is going on a trip to JAPAN. But Violet is going to miss her TERRIBLY. Six weeks is a long time. What if Rose FORGETS her?

- ISBN: 9781922244369 • Arrp $19.95 • Hbk • Illustrated Fiction • 5+

### W is for World

*Kathryn Cave*

A round-the-world alphabet with spectacular pictures by Oxfam and two levels of text on children all over the world.

- ISBN: 9781845073145 • Arrp $16.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 5+
We Are All Born Free
Amnesty International
A collection of illustrations to accompany and celebrate The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. A beautiful anthology with a moving theme, this book marks a significant moment in history.
9781845076504 • Arrp $37.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 5+

Yin’s Magic Dragon
Lau Siew Mei & Lak-Khee Tay-Audouard (illus)
This is the story of Yin, an only child, who lives with her Grandmother and parents, and her very lovely and loyal Dragon. When Yin’s Grandmother has to leave the family home, Yin’s Dragon comes to the rescue.
9781921167874 • Arrp $12.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 5+

A Day I Remember
Prodepta Das
Chintu is going to be “Markundi”, the boy who keeps the bridegroom (his uncle) company through the wedding preparations. Readers join in the celebrations, dancing, fireworks and music through the colourful photographs.
9781847904464 • Arrp $27.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 6+

The Race for the Chinese Zodiac
Gabrielle Wang, Sally Rippin & Regine Abos (illus)
The Jade Emperor has declared a great race: the first animals to cross the river will win a place in the Chinese Zodiac. This classic Chinese legend makes an exciting picture book.
9781742032092 • Arrp $16.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 6+

The Adventures of Nelly Nolan 1: The Nelly Gang
Stephen Axelsen
Will Nelly and her friends be able to rescue Pa from the bushrangers and retrieve the gold?
9781921977916 • Arrp $19.95 • Pbk • Graphic Novel • 6+

Painting Out the Stars
Mal Peet, Elspeth Graham and Michael Foreman (illus)
Three deftly spun, emotionally resonant stories with the feel of time-honoured fables but the freshness of a contemporary voice.
9781406324860 • Arrp $15.95 • Hbk • Picture Book • 6+

Pea Boy and Other Stories from Iran
Elizabeth Laird & Shirin Adl (illus)
Ancient China, Han Dynasty. A slave girl saves the life of a ruthless dragon hunter, the girl and the dragon begin an epic journey across China.
97818447802637 • Arrp $18.95 • Pbk • Picture Book • 7+

The China Book
Li-Yu Hung
Did you know that Chinese people have a holiday especially for ghosts? A visually stunning adventure through this fascinating ancient culture.
9781742030303 • Arrp $16.95 • Pbk • Non-fiction Picture Book • 7+

The Mysterious Traveller
Mal Peet, Elspeth Graham & P.J. Lynch (illus)
A moving and beautifully researched story about camels, lost princesses and the strength of wisdom and knowledge.
9781406337075 • Arrp $29.95 • Hbk • Illustrated Fiction • 7+
9781406365452 • Arrp $16.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 7+

The Dragon Companion
Carole Wilkinson and Dean Jones (illus)
Want to know your wurms from your wyverns? Should you feed your dragon arsenic or blood, or tempt it with sake? Everything you want to know about dragons in one beautifully illustrated volume.
9781742031446 • Arrp $19.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 7+

Dragonkeeper: Dragon Dawn (prequel)
9781742030623 • Arrp $12.99 • Pbk • Junior Fiction • 8+

Dragonkeeper Book 5: Shadow Sister
9781742031753 • Arrp $24.95 • Hbk • Junior Fiction • 8+

Dragonkeeper Book 2: Garden of the Purple Dragon
9781742032467 • Arrp $19.95 • Pbk • Junior Fiction • 8+

Dragonkeeper Book 3: Dragon Moon
9781742032474 • Arrp $19.95 • Pbk • Junior Fiction • 8+

Dragonkeeper Book 4: Blood Brothers
9781742031897 • Arrp $24.95 • Hbk • Junior Fiction • 8+
9781922179210 • Arrp $19.95 • Pbk • Junior Fiction • 8+

Dragonkeeper Book 6: Golden Bat
9781922179579 • Arrp $24.95 • Hbk • Junior Fiction • 8+

Dragonkeeper Book 7: Red Fox
9781922077509 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Dragonkeeper Book 8: Black Tengu
9781922077622 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 1: White Crane
Sandy Fussell & Rhian Nest James (illus)
Can a one-legged boy train to become a great samurai warrior? A historically accurate depiction of feudal Japan; the focus on martial arts appeals to active kids!
9781921150203 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 2: Owl Ninja
9781921150371 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 3: Shaolin Tiger
9781921150906 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 4: Monkey Fist
9781921150913 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 5: Fire Lizard
9781921529467 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 6: Golden Bat
9781921529474 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 7: Red Fox
9781922077509 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Samurai Kids Book 8: Black Tengu
9781922077622 • Arrp $15.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+
Miku Takeshita and her family have moved from Japan to live in the UK, but unfortunately the family’s enemy demons have followed them. Based on demons of traditional Japanese folklore.

Takeshita Demons Book 2: The Filth Licker
9781847801364 • Arrp $14.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Takeshita Demons Book 3: Monster Matsuri
9781847801371 • Arrp $14.95 • Pbk • Illustrated Fiction • 8+

Ziggy, the bee from Sting and his new family are on another adventure. They travel to Japan for a special mission to try and find out what is causing the bees of Tokyo to disappear.

Wings
Raymond Huber

Ziggy, the bee from Sting and his new family are on another adventure. They travel to Japan for a special mission to try and find out what is causing the bees of Tokyo to disappear.

Ratwhiskers and Me
Lorraine Marwood

A powerful atmospheric verse novel set in the Victorian goldfields in the 1800s. Deals with important social and historical issues such as racism and the role of identity.

Before We Say Goodbye
Gabriella Ambrosio

Follows two teenagers, one Palestinian and one Israeli, hour by hour in the day leading up to a Palestinian suicide bombing.

Indian Summer
Pratima Mitchell

A glorious evocation of India and an incisive look at the issues of class, empire and women’s rights. Drawing in the issues of class, empire and women’s rights, gives this story strong teenage and adult appeal.

Preloved
Shirley Marr

Amy has enough to deal with for one lifetime. The last thing she needs is to be haunted by someone only she can see. A sassy ghost story with a Chinese twist.

Spirit Hunter
Katy Moran

On the dangerous Silk Road - the age-old trade route that runs all the way from Europe to China - a young woman is captured by a Shaolin devotee. But just as love blossoms a deadly political game begins.

A Stone in My Hand
Cathryn Clinton

The year is 1988 in Gaza City, and it has been a month since eleven-year-old Malaak’s father left to seek work in Israel, only to disappear. What will it take for Malaak to find her voice and the strength to move past the violence that surrounds her?

Wings
Raymond Huber